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Temex Time Announces iReference+ GPSource 
at 20% Savings over Competitive Products 

 

Austin, Texas, June 7, 2005 – Temex Time, a Business Unit of Temex and a leading global supplier 

of low-cost Rubidium and smart GPS-synchronized timing solutions, announced the iReference+™ 

GPSource for advanced time and frequency reference applications.  The GPSource is a smart, low-

cost and high-performance GPS primary reference source available at 20 percent savings over 

competitive products on the market today. 

 

The GPSource is a compact 1U, rack-mountable chassis, integrating a high-end GPS and a smart 

SRO-100 rubidium SynClock+®, disciplining GPS and modeling stability-affecting temperature effects 

in a dynamically adaptive mode at state-of-the-art 1nanosecond resolution thanks to its 

SmarTiming+™ technology inside. It outputs a mix of high-stability, GPS-disciplined signals, including 

a 1PPS pulse, 10MHz and other optional frequency signals.  The GPSource also comes with a 

complete suite of iSync+® Window® applications for performance monitoring and has a standard RS-

232 interface for control to/from an end-user’s host system.  

 

The SmarTiming+ technology solution integrates multiple high-performance yet very complex 

functions previously not integrated in a conventional GPS system.  This allows for unprecedented 

savings over competing products.  A white paper about the SmarTiming+ technology is available at 

http://www.temextime.com/smartiming. Temex Time offers a full range of iSource+® Rubidium and 

iSync® GPS timing solutions at the best price/performance ratio in the industry.  For more information 

on the GPSource, please go to: http://www.temextime.com/gpsource. 

 

“Best price and performance ratios are key decision-making factors for the time and frequency industry 

when considering products like GPSource,” said Nino De Falcis, VP Marketing of Temex Time in 

Austin, Texas.  “Technology integration is an important value added capability that saves the customer 

time and money when upgrading their timing solution.”   

 

About Temex 
Temex Time, a Business Unit of Temex, is a leading designer and manufacturer of a full range of 

advanced, low-cost rubidium and crystal oscillators, smart GPS and multi-reference synchronized 

clocks, and high-precision test sets solutions.  Its products are used in a wide variety of high-

performance applications including telecommunications, defense, navigation, instrumentation, 

broadcasting, and space. For more information about Temex Time, visit our website at 

www.temextime.com. 



 

Temex is a global technological expert specialized in the management of the frequency chain & 

communications sub-systems in the Time & Frequency arena.  Temex builds from its recognized 40-

years technological expertise in the components business to design and provide standard & bespoke 

high quality, high performance integrated components, modules & sub-systems to meet its customers’ 

needs.  Temex’ product offerings include state-of-the-art filters, sensors, oscillators, synchronization 

clocks solutions for various standards. Temex is a growing provider of choice to major manufacturers. 

Temex is headquartered on the French Riviera in the technology science park of Sophia Antipolis, 

France with additional offices in Europe, USA and Asia. Temex’s customers include Nokia, Ericsson, 

Motorola, Thales, Alcatel, Nortel, Lucent Technologies, Samsung, EADS, Huawei and ZTE. For more 

information, visit our website at www.temex.com 

 

 


